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Confederation Earth
as an inevitable form of political organization
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Since at some point you will realize your bodily
smallness in the Universe, and your intellectual
grandiosity as a form of manifestation of the Absolute, a
unique planetary social arrangement is inevitable. And
not something that will be imposed by some fascist or
utopian philosophy, but spontaneous; by humanizing
experience, that the way we live now makes no sense.
Primarily, states with fascist attitudes towards
economically underdeveloped and socio-politically
disordered communities of tribal and national sizes are
meaningless.
Fascism is the arrogance of European states based on
speculative, and essentially worthless, philosophical
systems of the last three centuries.
The height of conceit is the self-proclaimed elitism of
members of secret societies; what kind of theosophical,
anthroposophical, Asian-esoteric, Masonic, ... and only
God knows what kind of knights and orders there are.
Seen from the point of view of mathematicians,
engineers, biologists, physicists, astrophysicists, artists,
musicians, ... it is really a shame to fall so low and
consider yourself today a theosophist, anthroposophist,
communist, existentialist, deconstructionist, pessimist, ...
when things are very simple; as for the part of physics
that cannot be measured by instruments.
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The reality behind physics (metaphysics) is actually
physics in which there are no laboratory repetitions and
guinea pigs.
Without physics, there is no metaphysics. That is, the socalled metaphysics is explainable by physics. God is real,
true. Existing.
But He can be understood by slightly stronger brains than
those who "stitched" the Vedas, Phenomenology of
Spirit, Organon, “Kapital”, "Being And Time” (Sein und
Zeit”, Theory of Relativity, ...
There will always be idiots on Earth, and that means we
will always need the police, but for once, as a planetary
community of mostly noble people, we won't need
soldiers and guns.
Because, just as no country invests in its army now, to
have it against itself, so in the Confederation of Earth, we
will not need a confederate army, against the
confederation.
As soon as we stop investing in the production of means
of destruction, we will have funds for food and education
for the children of the whole world, for wages for
workers, which are above the maintenance of the simple
reproduction of the Labor force.
According to my understanding of the intellectual and
technological level of the current Earthlings - the Earth
Confederation is somewhere close; around the corner
where Psychiatry for the elite is located.
It is not necessary to kill anyone, remove anyone, ...
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Anyone who has managed to complete legal studies in
order to manipulate laws, anyone who has managed to
learn banking in order to manipulate money, anyone who
has managed to learn sociology in order to manipulate
masses of people, etc... can easily learn what the meaning
of honesty is; in work and life. Where there is a will,
there is a way.
In ten years, the Earth Confederation is a reality.
It would be enough just not to disturb the project.
Those who would not like the loss of elitism, on billions
of hard currency units, do not have to want the
Confederation of the Earth. It is enough that they do not
invest their money in the destruction of that possibility.
Because there are certainly many people, on this planet,
who would agree that all the treasures of this planet
belong to all people, that everyone enjoys freedom.
I have a program.
I don't have the money to help the idea, nor to make the
Program public.
In the education of new politicians, it would be enough to
invest less than 1% of what is invested in weapons for the
current slaughterhouse on Earth.
Ten years!
But only if you all want it.
If you don't all want the Confederacy of Earth - read this
as a fairy tale, because no one needs the idea for a new
military slaughterhouse.
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Elke`s Kaktusblume

Basic conditions for admission of some country into
Confederation Earth is to be a planetary political unit.
Confederation Earth will, as political organization, be
based on free access and exit of confederate states; into
or out of it. Basic conditions for admission of some
country to Confederation Earth are following:
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01. that confederal state does not have an army,
02. that confederal state does not tolerate violence against
women,
03. that confederal state does not tolerate violence against
children,
04. that confederal state does not tolerate violence against
animals,
05. that confederal state does not tolerate corruption in
public services,
06. that confederal state does not tolerate violence
by men, trained in martial arts, outside of public
sports competitions in martial arts,
07. that confederal state does not tolerate violence
by women, trained in martial arts, outside of
public sports competitions in martial arts,
08. that confederal state has option of death penalty in its
civil laws:
a. for anyone who rapes a child,
b. for anyone who kills a human being out of selfishness,
c. for anyone who kills a human being out of jealousy,
d. for anyone who kills a human being out of revenge,
e. for anyone who kills a human being according to
a custom of a tribe, nation or confederated state,
f. for anyone who gets a person under age of twenty one
"hooked" on hard drugs,
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09. that confederal state does not persecute homosexuals,
10. that confederal state does not allow propagation
homosexuality,
11. that confederal state does not allow men homosexual
couples adopting children,
12. that confederal state allows free sale of all types of
drugs and opiates through stores registered for sale of
drugs and alcoholic beverages,
13. that confederal state allows all religions,
14. that confederal state allows sale of all religious,
political and philosophical books, in stores registered
for sale of books,
15. that confederal state does not permit religious
education of any denomination; neither in
elementary, nor in secondary schools, nor in the
police,
16. that confederal state does not allow the propagation
of religious views, through private visits and
gatherings in a private rooms,
17. that confederal state isolates for three years
any human being who intentionally destroys a
monument of religious group or person,
18. that confederal state isolates for three years
any human being who publicly or privately insults a
religious belief or religious group, person,
19. that confederal state does not grant child allowance to
children, above the number of three per married
couple,
20. that confederal state does not allow voting in political
elections to persons who have completed their
working life; they can be elected to the board if they
are in life force,
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21. that confederal state does not allow any adult to vote,
who does not know all political programs of all
parties and politicians who go to political elections,
22. that confederal state does not let any party and any
politician, who has not crossed paths with the
political systems of twentieth and earlier centuries of
this civilization, into political election contest,
23. that confederal state allows that the president
of confederal state can only be a human being,
who knows all segments of the Absolute, i. e. who
has understood the universal State of things and
the purpose of moral living of human beings, that
is, welfare of the entire human species, from moral
living of the human individuals.
24. The prime minister of confederated state can only be
a person who has been confirmed to possess
knowledge mentioned in point 23.
25. If such a person does not exist in the country that is
a candidate for entry into Confederation Earth, or in
confederated state such a person has died, and there is
no qualified person from the people of that country,
for position of the president, then a qualified person
must be appointed from another confederal state.
26. Education of all politicians of entire Confederation
Earth must be done with the philosophical
literature "Metaphysics of Fifth Epoch" by Dragoljub
M. V. P. Especially when we keep in mind the
political-philosophical dilettantism of "Bamberg
program" of June 9, 1996.
27. Confederation Earth must have its own army, to
fight against big gangs; which can be numerically
greater and more armed than police of confederate
state, in which criminal group is active.

28. Confederation Earth must finance and maintain
defense system against large extraterrestrial bodies
and possible existing extraterrestrial beings
dangerous to the planet Earth.
12.¹ If someone cannot learn from experience of others
that hard drugs are a disaster for the human body - let
him kill himself.
And there is noble solution for reducing opiates to extent
necessary for healthcare.
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19.² I personally do not approve of abortion, but I will
not interfere in it, but only express the opinion that high
birth rate should not be supported. Here it means that the
person entering into a new marriage - the children from
previous one are also counted.
23.³ The philosophy of previous few thousand years dealt
with search for answers to whether there is God, free
will, immortality of soul and eternal life? How could
philosophers give answers to these questions when they
did not know what God is, what soul is, why man has
free will?
If there is no "reserve" person for administration in
country, then administration is carried out by Council of
Confederation Earth.
25.⁴ Persons who are moral enough to lead state-wide
affairs in confederated state are so moral that they will
conduct all affairs everywhere in interest of any nation. i.
e. humanity.
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The program for the establishment of the Earth
Confederation is based on my philosophical trilogy of the
5th Epoch of this civilization:

all as PDF (for translations into all languages of the
world): http://www.iging-studio.ch/literatur.html

1. Metaphysics of the 21st century (Serbian)
ISBN 978-3-9523860-6-4
http://www.igingstudio.ch/dozivljaj%20savrsenog%20jedinstva.pdf
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2. Conversations with Aliens (Serbian)
ISBN 978-3-9523869-2-6
http://www.igingstudio.ch/Razgovori%20s%20Vanzemaljcima.pdf

3. Bipolar Universe
ISBN 978-3-9523860-8-8 (Serbian)
http://www.igingstudio.ch/Dvopolni%20Univerzum%20-%20komplet.pdf

YouTube Videolinks:
Konfederacija Zemlja
YouTube videolink:
https://youtu.be/dymKl-kYZfg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dymKl-kYZfg
Konföderation Erde
YouTube Videolink:
https://youtu.be/MrmIdvCAaCY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MrmIdvCAaCY
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Confederation Earth
YouTube Videolink:
https://youtu.be/qHIsLZPHoJw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qHIsLZPHoJw
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